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Dear Parent,
Career planning covers the scope of areas concerning one’s future career and life roles ranging from family,
school, society to work experience. It is a whole-person education process starting from junior and senior form
to university, covering the realms on academic as well as occupational fields, further education and career
preparation. Its goal lies on nurturing students’ meaningful life through individual creativity, hence an important
element in one’s life process.
The selection of elective subjects for Form 3 students remains a crucial experience to them. When it comes to
selecting elective subjects, students may become perplexed, puzzled and helpless. This is why it is important to
introduce the junior-form Career Planning Curriculum which can help the students explore their gender
orientation, potentials, interests and a sense of value through a tailor-made curriculum. Through this subject, the
students will learn and internalise the methods to attain the success of career planning. The related curriculum
is based on the students’ needs so that they can be inspired to discover and understand themselves. They can
also build up an appropriate way that will help them set up their goals for further education and life.
The school’s Career Guidance Team will organize different kinds of activities in order to help the students
explore their ‘self’, those of which include psychological tests, seminars, workshops, experiential projects,
taster programmes, small-group counselling, visiting institutes and exploring job market. It is believed that the
students can achieve a deeper understanding of their interests, gender orientation and the subject content offered
in the senior forms, thus manifesting their specialties and making their dream career become a reality.
It is the school’s intention to adopt the aforesaid Career Planning Curriculum. Please kindly fill in the following
reply slip, so further action can be taken accordingly.
Please phone 27029033 to contact our vice-principal Mr. Chan Chi Wai for details and enquiries.

Yours sincerely,
_______________
Tsang Kwok Yung
Principal
Yan Chai Hospital Lan Chi Pat
Memorial Secondary School
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2020-30

【Reply Slip】

The content of the survey concerning the introduction of the Career Planning Curriculum in junior forms has
been acknowledged and my reply is as follows:
I agree

the school to introduce a career planning curriculum in the junior forms.

I do not agree

the school to introduce a career planning curriculum in the junior forms.

Name of Student: __________________________
Form: _______ (

)

Parent Signature: __________________________
Date: _______________________

